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It is shown that among the maximal any-two-set-intersecting subsystems of a hereditary 
family F, there is a star, as claimed by a conjecture of Chktal, if it is assumed that any two 
bases have at most one common element. 
1. Introduction 
V. ChGtal [l] conjectured that if F={H,, Ifz, . . . , Iff} is a hereditary system 
(i.e. a system of di.fTerent subsets of a finite set A, such that F= 
& 1 P(H,), P(H) = (G: G c H}), then among the intersecting systems .I of F (i.e. 
J c F, such that the intersection of any two members of J is non-empty) there is a 
star (i.e. a system the intersection of all of its members being non-empty) having at 
least the number of members as any other intersecting system of F has. 
Results proving the conjecture for particular systems F are cited in [2-71. 
In this paper it will be shown, that the conjecture is true when the intersection 
of any two of the bases of F (i.e. maximal members in F, in respect to inclusions) 
contains at most one element of A. F. Sterboul’s result in [S] assumes additionally 
that the cardinality numbers of the bases are identical. 
2. Roof of the llmwrem 
Lemma. Let J be an intersecting system of F, such that all of the bases of F belong 
to J, there is an ekmer? * of A belonging to two and only two bases of F, the intersection 
of any two bases of F has exactly one element, and there are more than two bases in 
F. 
Then there is an inter.oecting system J’ of F such that IJI s 11’1 and the subsets of 
one base do not belong 10 J’. 
hoof. Let W, B’ be two different bases, such that iI3 n B’( = 1 and B n B’ f7 B” = fl 
for any base B” of F- {B, B’}. Let (P(B) n Jla IP(B’) n JI ((or conversely). 
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Then the intersecting system J - P(B’) t3 J 
ing system J’, l.J’I 2 IJI, adding \P(B) n .I[ new 
Q from each member of P(B) n.I. 
can be enlarged to another intersect- 
members to it, by excluding B n B’ = 
Theorem. If any two bases of Q hewditury system have at most one joint element, 
then umong the maximal intersecting subsystems, there is a star. 
Proof. TVVO cases can be distinguished: 
(a) there are two disjoint bases in F, 
(b) any two bases of F have a common element. 
The validity of the theorem in the first case immediatly follows from the second 
case, therefore it will be assumed in the following that any two bases have a 
common element. 
Let n be the number of different bases of F, and bl, bZ, . . . , b,, be the 
cardinality numbers of the bases B1, &, . . . , B, respectively. 
Let J be an intersecting system of F. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that J contains all of the bases B1, B2, . . . , B,, and then it will be shown that a 
star of F has more members as .I has. 
If .I is a star, there is nothing to prove. 
If n s 2, the proof is easy. 
Lek A4 be a star of F, such that no other star of F has more members than M 
has, and m =/MI. 
If “R 2 3, then according to the Lemma it can be assumed, that no element of 
iJ:_ i B, belongs to two and only two bases, and then by assumption that .I is not 
a star, it is easy to see that n 37 and any base of .I has to have at least three 
different elements belonging to other bases too. 
Let S be a star of F, such that S contains bases and their interesecting subsets, 
and no other star contains more bases. Let s* be the number of bases of S, then 
for each base B of J-S holds 
p(B) n JI s 2192s’ s 2923. 
On the other hand, any base 
integer such that 3~0 and 
of J has to meet n - 1 other bases. Let pbean 
~;‘--l)<n-ls(p+l)(S*-1). (1) 
By assumption no stars contain more than s* basb:s, hence any base of J - S has to 
meet the remaining n - 1 bases in at least p + 1 different intersections. 
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that B1, &, &, . . . , B,+ belong to 
S. Therefore 
p+p,+. l l +p** i 2 *x 
IJI- 
x=s*+1 
23 +2 max(p+l.s+b 
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(by assumption any pair of bases belong to a star having 3 bases, 
hena 2S-1 + 2b=+~-1 G m, and this tiplies 2b*-z-1 + Zb+l-* + 2bn-x < 
24 
<S*-l+IS(+(n-s*+l)??I 
\ 
2* pax~P+l,s+) 
(by (1)) 
,Isl ; P(s*-l)+l m+s*-l 
22 pNMtP+l.s*) 4 
(by IS(S~, s*z53, mas*2*--~*+1)3s*-3) 
<m 3(s -1) m 5 
-- 8
*- l)+(s* 
8 4 +4+Tjmcm. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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